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Abstract

This thesis investigates optimization policies for resource distribution in network epi-

demics, using a model that derives from the classical Polya process. The basic me-

chanics of this model, called the network Polya process, are based on a modified

urn sampling scheme that accounts for both temporal and spatial contagion between

neighbouring nodes in a network. We present various infection metrics and use them

to develop two optimization problems, one which takes place upon initialization and

one which occurs continually as the network Polya process develops. We frame these

problems as both one-sided and two-sided resource allocation problems with fixed

budgets, and analyze a suite of potential policies. Due to the complexity of these

problems, we introduce effective proxy measures for the average infection rate in each

case. We also prove that the two-sided infection-curing game on the so-called expected

network exposure admits a Nash equilibrium. In both the curing and initialization

scenarios we introduce heuristic policies that primarily function on the basis of lim-

iting the number of targeted nodes within a particular network setup. Simulations

are run for large-scale networks to compare performance of our heuristics to provably

convergent gradient descent algorithms run on the simplified proxy measures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of epidemics on networks is an active research topic, e.g., see [10, 23, 26]

and the references therein. Real-life examples include the propagation of burst errors

in a wireless communication channel [2], of a biological disease through a popula-

tion [21], of malware in computer or smartphone systems [13], and the dissemination

of rumors [31] and competing opinions [1] in social networks.

In this thesis we examine one- and two-sided problems for the network Polya conta-

gion process as introduced in [17, 18]. The setup for this model is an adaptation of the

classical Polya contagion process [11, 29, 28] to allow for spatial interactions between

neighbouring nodes. This model is similar to the well-known class of Susceptible-

Infected-Susceptible (SIS) epidemics models [10]. Indeed in [18], it was empirically

shown that the network Polya contagion model can mimic the behaviour of the SIS

process. SIS models have been studied in a game-theoretic context in [20, 27] and ref-

erences therein. We herein establish similar problems for the network Polya contagion

model.

We begin with an overview of the classical Polya process, which is a temporal

contagion process that evolves through a method of sampling from an urn containing
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a finite number of red and black balls, representing “infected” and “healthy” states,

respectively. The classical Polya model has been used in applications such as con-

sensus dynamics [12] and generalized for various other purposes [8, 9]. The network

Polya process modifies this sampling scheme by introducing “super urns”, which are

allocated for each network node and contain red and black balls from both a node’s

individual urn as well as those of neighbouring nodes. This modification introduces

an element of spatial contagion not present in the classical model. We overview vari-

ous metrics used to measure infection in the network Polya process; we then highlight

two network models designed to simplify this new modified contagion porcess.

Working off of this basis, we develop two separate resource allocation problems.

The first problem considers a one-time application of a control policy upon initializa-

tion of a Polya urn network, while the second concerns the continual distribution of

resources as the Polya network process develops. Both of these problems are written

in the context of trying to manipulate the “average network-wide infection rate”.

Chapter 3 concerns the setup and analysis of the first such problem, while Chapter 4

concerns the second.

The initialization problem works on the idea of one party controlling the distribu-

tion of resources within a network in an effort to minimize the average network-wide

infection rate. Resources in this case concern the distribution of red and black balls

within a network, prior to any draws taking place. We present multiple variations of

this setup, but primarily focus on the one-sided finite horizon case, wherein a player

controls the allocation of black balls within the network according to a fixed budget,

with the goal of minimizing the average infection rate at some fixed point in the

future.
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We provide a series of results dedicated to showing that optimal policies for

this problem will satisfy two conditions: nested nodes will receive no resources, and

symmetric red ball initializations will yield symmetric black ball initializations (the

specifics of what is meant by “symmetry” in this case is further detailed using fun-

damental ideas from graph theory). We provide empirical evidence to support these

claims in cases where providing analytical guarantees is complicated. Since the metric

used to measure the average infection rate becomes increasingly complex with time,

we also introduce a simple one-step proxy measure to simplify this problem, and we

prove that under certain conditions this proxy measure admits an optimal policy. An

algorithm to obtain such an optimal policy using gradient descent is given and used

as a base with which we compare our own heuristic policies. We also provide a brief

analysis of this problem under the limitation of only being able to target a single net-

work node. This consideration lends a hand in the development of our heuristics. We

detail three varieties of heuristic policies, each of which works on the basis of limiting

our set of viable target nodes. The first set of policies target the set of “inner nodes”,

the second works through a layered application of this inner node targeting technique,

and the last works by iteratively targeting the most central nodes until full network

coverage (either direct or indirect) is obtained. We provide two different algorithms

for determining these target sets, and provide variations based on previously tested

heuristics (see [19]).

For the second control problem, which we refer to as the “infection-curing prob-

lem” or the “Delta-curing problem”, we first define a two-player game on the average

infection rate for a given network. This setup is an extension of the contagion curing

problem that was studied extensively in [19]. In order to simplify the problem of
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finding optimal control policies, we consider a game on the proxy measure of the ex-

pected network exposure. We establish that the expected network exposure is convex

as a function of the curing parameters and concave as a function of the infection pa-

rameters. We prove that under budget constraints, there exists a deterministic Nash

equilibrium (see [24, 25]) for the game on the expected network exposure, which can

be determined using gradient descent algorithms. Finally, we establish a set of heuris-

tic policies for the Delta-curing problem that work using the same methods as in the

initialization case.

In Chapter 5, we provide simulations to demonstrate the performance of the pro-

posed heuristics for the initialization and curing problems on both sparse and dense

large-scale networks. We start by illustrating the differences between the target sets

generated using our previously established algorithms. We then run trials that em-

pirically measure the average network-wide infection rate for the various heuristic

policies. These policies are compared to optimal policies for the one-step proxy mea-

sures. The results of these simulations, in both the initialization and curing cases,

are then summarized.
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Chapter 2

Polya Network Contagion Process

2.1 Preliminaries

Throughout this thesis a number of results are derived using standard probabil-

ity concepts, which can be found in various texts including [4, 15]. Herein, let

(Ω,F , P ) be a probability space. Consider the stochastic process {Zn}∞n=1, where

Zn = (Z1,n, . . . , ZN,n) is a random vector on Ω. Here we tend to think of the indices

of this process as time indices, while the vector indices can be thought of as spa-

tial indices (in this work, they are used to distinguish nodes within a network). We

write the sequence of variables (Zi,1, . . . , Zi,n) as Zn
i , and more generally, we use the

notation Zt
i,s = (Zi,s, Zi,s+1, . . . , Zi,t), where 1 ≤ s < t ≤ n.

Definition 2.1.1. A sequence of σ-algebras {Fn}∞n=1 is a filtration on a process

{Zn}∞n=1 if

• Ft ⊂ Fn ⊂ F for all t ≤ n

• Zn is measurable with respect to Fn for all n

In general, we will consider the natural filtration {FZn }∞n=1, which is essentially
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the smallest filtration on the process {Zn}∞n=1; i.e., {FZn }∞n=1 ⊆ {Fn}∞n=1 for any other

filtration {Fn}∞n=1 on {Zn}∞n=1. Alternatively, the natural filtration can be thought

of as the sequence of σ-algebras generated by the stochastic process, wherein at each

time step, the σ-algebra associated with that time step has all information about the

stochastic process up to that point in time, but no additional information.

Throughout this work, we refer to Barabasi-Albert networks (graphs) [3], which

are scale-free models generated through a method of preferential attachment. The

resulting structure of these models have properties resembling real-world social net-

works, which make them a useful tool for analyzing the proposed control policies

presented in this work.

Figure 2.1: Sample demonstration of Barabasi-Albert network generation. This ex-
ample begins with m0 = 2 connected nodes, and then each added node is assigned
m = 1 edge using a method of preferential attachment.

In order to generate a Barabasi-Albert network, we begin with a complete network

of size m0. Then, nodes are added iteratively until we arrive at the desired network

size, with each added node being assigned a fixed number of edges m < m0. These

new edges will form randomly between the added node and the existing nodes in
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the network, with a preference for existing nodes that have a greater number of

connections. For a network with k nodes, the probability that the new node forms

an edge with a given node i is given by by the formula deg(i)∑k
j=1 deg(j)

, where deg(i) is the

degree, i.e., the number of edges, of node i. A demonstration of how this algorithm

functions can be seen in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Classical Polya Process

We recall the classical Polya contagion process [11, 29, 28]. An urn initially contains

R ∈ Z>0 red balls and B ∈ Z>0 black balls. We use T = R + B to denote the total

number of balls in the urn. At each time, n, a ball is drawn from the urn and returned

with ∆ > 0 balls of the same colour. The random variable Zn is used to indicate the

colour of the ball on the nth draw, where

Zn =


1 if the nth draw is red

0 if the nth draw is black.

We can then use Un to denote the proportion of red balls in the urn after the nth

draw, where

Un :=
R + ∆

∑n
t=1 Zt

T + n∆
=
ρc + δc

∑n
t=1 Zt

1 + nδc
.

Here ρc = R
T

is the initial proportion of red balls in the urn and δc = ∆
T

is a correlation

parameter. The conditional probability of drawing a red ball at time n , given the

past history of draws Zn−1 := (Z1, . . . , Zn−1), is given by

P (Zn = 1 | Zn−1) =
R + ∆

∑n−1
t=1 Zt

T + (n− 1)∆
= Un−1. (2.1)

Additionally, we note that both Un and the process sample average 1
n

∑n
t=1 Zt con-

verge almost surely (a.s.) to a random variable governed by a Beta distribution with
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parameters ρc
δc

and 1−ρc
δc

; i.e., there exists X ∼ Beta(ρc
δc
, 1−ρc

δc
) on (Ω,F , P ), such that

Un
a.s.−→ X and

1

n

n∑
i=1

Zi
a.s.−→ X as n→∞.

The classical Polya process {Zn}∞n=1 is fully described by the parameters δc and ρc, and

is denoted by Polya(ρc,δc). This process is exchangeable (thus stationary) and non-

ergodic, and has a 1-dimensional distribution given by P (Zn = a) = (ρc)
a(1− ρc)1−a,

a ∈ {0, 1}. Variations on this model have been explored in a number of other works.

We focus exclusively on an adaptation of this model first introduced in [17] and further

explored in [18],[19], designed as a network process that introduces spatial contagion

to the classical temporal contagion process presented above.

2.3 Network Polya Process

We now review the network Polya contagion process introduced in [17, 18]. For

the most part, we try herein to maintain the conventions as defined in those works.

Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V = {1, . . . , N} is the set of N ∈ Z>0 nodes and

E ⊂ V ×V is the set of edges. Throughout, G is taken to be undirected (i.e., (i, j) ∈ E

if and only if (j, i) ∈ E for all i, j ∈ V ), and is assumed to be connected (i.e., there

exists a series of edges connecting any two nodes in G). The set of neighbours to

node i is given by Ni = {v ∈ V : (i, v) ∈ E}. We then define N ′i = {i} ∪ Ni. Each

node i ∈ V is assigned an urn with Ri ∈ Z>0 red balls and Bi ∈ Z>0 black balls, with

the total number of balls at node i denoted by Ti = Ri + Bi. We denote the black

and red ball initializations by the vectors B := (B1, . . . , BN) and R := (R1, . . . , RN),

respectively. We will refer to B as the curing initialization and R as the infection

initialization.

We next introduce the concept of a super urn for a given node i, which contains
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the red and black balls at node i as well as the red and black balls of each of its

neighbouring nodes. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.2. For each node i ∈ V ,

we use R̄i =
∑

j∈N ′i
Rj and B̄i =

∑
j∈N ′i

Bj to denote the number of red and black

balls respectively in node i’s super urn. The total number of balls in the ith super urn

is given by T̄i = R̄i + B̄i. Similar to the classical Polya process, a draw is conducted

for each node at each time, and then a number of balls of the same colour is added

to that node’s individual urn. In this case, however, the draw is conducted on the

super urn of each node. As well, we may allow for the number of added balls to vary

based on which node the draw was for, the colour of the draw, and the time at which

the draw occurred. Thus, for node i at time n, if a red ball is drawn we add ∆r,i(n)

red balls to node i’s individual urn and if a black ball is drawn we add ∆b,i(n) black

balls to node i’s individual urn. We use an indicator, Zi,n to denote the colour of the

nth draw for node i, where

Zi,n =


1 if the nth draw for node i is red

0 if the nth draw for node i is black.

We refer to {∆b,i(n)}∞n=1 as the curing parameters and {∆r,i(n)}∞n=1 as the infection

parameters for node i. From an urn-sampling point of view these ∆’s are nonneg-

ative integers; however, we allow them to be nonnegative real-valued numbers for

mathematical convenience (e.g., when determining optimal control policies). We will

likewise do the same for the initialization parameters B and R.

Ultimately, the collection of draw values at each time step form our network

Polya contagion process, represented as {Zn}∞n=1, where Zn represents the vector

(Z1,n, . . . , ZN,n). If desired, we can also separate out the individual draw process

{Zi,n}∞n=1 for a given node i. We are interested in analyzing how the network process
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Node 1’s super urn

1

2 3

4
5 6

7

Figure 2.2: Illustration of a super urn in a network [16].

evolves in time, and implementing control policies on the infection and curing param-

eters where possible. We first introduce some metrics necessary for this analysis.

Similar to the classical Polya process, we use Ui,n to denote the proportion of red

balls in node i’s urn after the nth draw. Letting

Xi,n = Ti +
n∑
t=1

∆r,i(t)Zi,t + ∆b,i(t)(1− Zi,t) (2.2)

represent the total number of balls in node i’s urn after the nth draw, we can write

Ui,n =
Ri +

∑n
t=1 ∆r,i(t)Zi,t
Xi,n

. (2.3)

Here we note that Ui,0 = Ri
Ti

represents the initial (at time n = 0) proportion of red

balls in node i’s individual urn. Though for the classical Polya process the individual

urn proportion is commonly used in the analysis, in this case, the information we

gain through this value is limited by the fact that our draws are performed on the

super urns for each node, rather than the urns for the individual nodes themselves.

We therefore also need a metric to measure the proportion of red balls in the super
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urn of node i at time n, which we denote by Si,n. This proportion is given by the

equation

Si,n =
R̄i +

∑
j∈N ′i

∑n
t=1 ∆r,j(t)Zj,t∑

j∈N ′i
Xj,n

=

∑
j∈N ′i

Uj,nXj,n∑
j∈N ′i

Xj,n

. (2.4)

Like for the individual node proportions, at time n = 0 we use the convention Si,0 =

R̄i
T̄i

. This is simply representative of the proportion of red balls in node i’s super urn

when the process is initialized. From these two sets of values we define

Ũn =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ui,n,

which we refer to as the network susceptibility, and

S̃n =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Si,n,

which we refer to as the network exposure. Both the network susceptibility and

network exposure are functions of the underlying network contagion process {Zn}∞n=1,

as are the respective measures for each node. In general, however, we will omit these

arguments when making reference to a particular function, unless otherwise noted.

For example, for a given node i, we will write Si,n rather than Si,n({Zn
j }Nj=1), and

likewise for Ui,n. This is done for the sake of readability and notational ease.

Next we calculate infection probabilities within the network; i.e., the likelihood of

drawing red balls. To start, the conditional probability of drawing a red ball for node

i at time n , given the past history of draws for all the nodes

{Zn−1
j }Nj=1 := {(Z1,1, . . . , Z1,n−1), . . . (ZN,1, . . . , ZN,n−1)},

is given by

P
(
Zi,n = 1|{Zn−1

j }Nj=1

)
=
R̄i +

∑
j∈N ′i

∑n−1
t=1 ∆r,j(t)Zj,t∑

j∈N ′i
Xj,n−1

= Si,n−1. (2.5)

This is analogous to (2.1) of the classical Polya process, except that for the network
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contagion process this conditional probability is represented by the super urn pro-

portion rather than the individual urn proportion. We also need an unconditioned

version of this equation. The n-fold joint probability of the network G, which is a

function defined for each specific draw history ani ∈ {0, 1}n, i ∈ V , can be written as

P
(n)
G (an1 , . . . , a

n
N) := P ({Zn

i = ani }Ni=1)

=
n∏
t=1

P ({Zi,t = ai,t}Ni=1|{Zt−1
i = at−1

i }Ni=1)

=
n∏
t=1

N∏
i=1

(Si,t−1)ai,t(1− Si,t−1)1−ai,t . (2.6)

It is important to note here that the draw value of different nodes at a given time

t are independent when conditioned on the history of the process up to that point,

thus allowing us to write P
(n)
G in the form above. Finally, we introduce the metric

Ĩn :=
1

N

N∑
i=1

P (Zi,n = 1), (2.7)

which we call the average infection rate at time n. Since P (Zi,n = 1) represents the

marginal probability that a node i is infected at time n, the average infection rate

gives us the network-wide average of seeing infection within a node. Thus, this value

represents the marginal probability that a randomly selected node within the network

is infected at time n. In most cases where we look to study the asymptotic behaviour

of the network contagion process, we do so in regard to this metric.

We can further break down Equation (2.7) by noting that

P (Zi,n = 1) =
∑

{an−1
j }Nj=1

P (Zi,n = 1|{Zn−1
j = an−1

j }Nj=1)P ({Zn−1
j = an−1

j }Nj=1)

=
∑

{an−1
j }Nj=1

Si,n−1({an−1
j }Nj=1)P

(n−1)
G ({an−1

j }Nj=1), (2.8)

where the last summations are over all possible draw histories an−1
j ∈ {0, 1}n−1, j ∈ V .
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Each of these measures Ũn, S̃n, and Ĩn are closely related to one another and can

be useful in various situations. However, all of these values are network-specific as

in general all three depend in some way on the underlying network topology and the

initial ball distributions. The quantity Ĩn is particularly difficult to analyze, and so

more often than not, we resort to using alternative measures that allow us to simplify

our analysis or gain insight into how Ĩn behaves.

Looking at Equations (2.3) and (2.4) (and just from general intuition) it is clear

that an increase in the node-specific proportion of red balls increases the super urn

proportion of red balls in all neighbouring nodes. Likewise, if we consider how Equa-

tion (2.5) relates to Equation (2.8) it would make sense that an increase in the super

urn proportion would also lead to an increase in the marginal network-wide infection

rate; however, we will go into this further in the following chapters. For now, we have

that

↑ Ui,n =⇒ ↑ Sj,n for all j ∈ N ′i ,

and since Ĩn is essentially the marginal version of the conditional S̃n, we often start

our analysis by using S̃n in place of Ĩn, without losing significant information.

2.3.1 Network Models

We next establish some network models that allow us to better understand how the

network contagion process evolves. These models are described in detail in [16], but

for our purposes, we provide just a general overview.

We have two models which we can use to approximate the behaviour of the Polya

network contagion process, both of which are based on the classical Polya process.

They are described as follows:
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Model I. (Large-Network Analytical Model): For a given node i, we approxi-

mate the evolution of that node’s individual contagion process {Zi,n}∞n=1 using a clas-

sical Polya process, Polya(ρc,i, δc,i) with parameters

ρc,i =
R̄i

T̄i
and δc,i =

∆

T̄i + (N − 1)∆
.

Model II. (Small-Network Analytical Model): For a given node i, we approxi-

mate the evolution of that node’s individual contagion process {Zi,n}∞n=1 using a clas-

sical Polya process, Polya(ρc,i, δc,i) with parameters

ρc,i =
R̄i

T̄i
and δc,i =

∆

T̄iN + (N − 1)∆
.

There are a couple of stipulations that come with both of these models. First, it

is important to note that as indicated by their descriptions, these models assume a

fixed value ∆ number of balls of a single colour are added to each node after each

draw, regardless of any other factors that might normally be considered. Secondly, as

is further detailed in [16], these models are only valid approximations under certain

conditions. Model I provides a good approximation for the limiting behaviour of the

network process for larger networks, whereas Model II is more appropriate for smaller

networks. Though rather simplified versions of a complex process, both may be useful

under the right circumstances.
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Chapter 3

Initialization Problems

When we consider the problem of limiting the spread of infection for the Polya urn

network contagion model, there are different ways to implement a curing policy. One

method is to control the allocation of our curing parameters {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 at each time

n, which we explore in Chapter 4. We can, alternatively, control how the process is

initialized. This is where we currently draw our focus for discussion.

3.1 Black Ball Allocation Problem

The initialization parameters B ∈ RN
≥0 and R ∈ RN

≥0 can be tailored to alter the

evolution of the Polya contagion process for a given network. The goal is to deter-

mine how to allocate such resources so as to achieve a more desirable result, and

determine whether or not a theoretically optimal initial allocation policy exists. Such

optimizations may be performed for either or both sets of the initialization parame-

ters subject to an initialization budget B ∈ R≥0. We start with a formal setup for the

one-sided initialization problem, wherein we aim to minimize the average infection

for a given time n over the black ball initialization parameters B subject to a budget

Bb. Throughout this section we assume the initial distribution of red balls R is fixed.
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Problem 3.1.1. (One-Sided Finite Horizon Constrained Budget Initializa-

tion): For a fixed time n, minimize the average infection rate Ĩn subject to a budget

Bb on the curing initialization B = (B1, . . . , BN), i.e., find:

min
{Bi}Ni=1∈RN≥0:

∑N
i=1Bi≤Bb

Ĩn.

We could also establish a formal setup for the two-sided initialization problem,

wherein we are again minimizing the average infection rate for a given n, but in this

case we do so over both sets of initialization parameters B and R. In this case,

however, it is important to note that while B is subject to a maximum budget of Bb,

we must implement a minimum budget Br for R, otherwise, the problem becomes

trivial. We can elect to choose whether or not these budgets are equal.

Problem 3.1.2. (Two-Sided Finite Horizon Constrained Budget Initializa-

tion): For a fixed time n, minimize the average infection rate Ĩn subject to a maxi-

mum budget Bb on the curing initialization B = (B1, . . . , BN) and a minimum budget

Br on the infection initialization R = (R1, . . . , RN), i.e., find:

min
{Bi}Ni=1×{Ri}Ni=1∈R2N

≥0 :
∑N
i=1Bi≤Bb,

∑N
i=1Ri≥Br

Ĩn.

Both of these problems can also be extended to consider the inifinite horizon case,

but for the purposes of our work, we will limit ourselves to the finite horizon. We can

also note that while both problems may be interesting to analyze, from a practical

perspective Problem 3.1.2 does not make much sense, as generally an interested party

would not have control over the allocation of both sets of initialization parameters.

For that reason, we limit our focus to Problem 3.1.1. It is important to note that the

solution for this problem in general will change depending on the choice of n, so it

is not possible to find a closed form solution that works for all n. We can however,
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find some simplifications. We can also note that due to the inherent symmetry in

the network model, that an analogous set of problems can be established wherein

we look to maximize the average infection rate. As such, for many of the results in

this chapter, we will make reference to solutions for the infection-maximization cases

without providing explicit proofs. We start by considering Problem 3.1.1 for n = 1.

We have

Ĩ1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

P (Zi,1 = 1)

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

R̄i

R̄i + B̄i

. (3.1)

We note that as a function of the initialization parameters, Ĩ1 is well-defined over

the space {(B,R) ∈ R2N
≥0 |B̄i + R̄i 6= 0,∀i ∈ V }. We can additionally note that over

this space, Ĩ1 is convex as a function of B and concave as a function of R (the proof

of this is straightforward). We use the form of (3.1) to provide some simplifications

regarding solutions to Problem 3.1.1 for n = 1. We will then try to extend these

results to a general time n.

3.1.1 Outer Node Allocation

Lemma 3.1.3. Consider a general network G = (V, E) equipped with the Polya net-

work contagion model. If for any nodes i, j ∈ V we have N ′i ⊂ N ′j , then it can be

assumed that Bi = 0 when minimizing Ĩ1 over the initial distribution of black balls.

Likewise, we can assume Ri = 0 when maximizing Ĩ1 over the initial distribution of

red balls.

Proof. Consider a given initial distribution of black balls B = (B1, . . . , BN), and red
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balls R = (R1, . . . , RN). As written in (3.1), we have

Ĩ1 =
1

N

N∑
k=1

R̄k

R̄k + B̄k

.

Suppose, without loss of generality thatN ′1 ⊂ N ′2, and let B∗ = (0, B1+B2, B3, . . . , BN)

be an alternative curing initialization. For a given node k ∈ V we have 3 cases to

consider:

1. k ∈ N ′1 =⇒ k ∈ N ′2

2. k /∈ N ′1 and k ∈ N ′2

3. k /∈ N ′2 =⇒ k /∈ N ′1

For cases 1 and 3, we can note that
∑

l∈N ′k
Bl =

∑
l∈N ′k

B∗l . For case 2, we have∑
l∈N ′k

Bl ≤
∑

l∈N ′k
B∗l with equality iff B1 = 0. Denoting B̄∗k =

∑
l∈N ′k

B∗l we can see

that

R̄k

R̄k + B̄k

≥ R̄k

R̄k + B̄∗k
, ∀k ∈ V .

Therefore, when we consider Ĩ1 as a function of the initial distribution of black balls

we get that Ĩ1(B∗) ≤ Ĩ1(B). The proof for the maximization case follows in a similar

manner.

Essentially, we are stating that for the n = 1 case of the one-sided initialization

problem (Problem 3.1.1), nodes with a nested neighbourhood can be ignored. We

refer to such nodes as “outer nodes” due to their topological location. In order to

extend this idea to a general n, we provide some preliminary results.

Lemma 3.1.4. Consider two sequences of draw values {anj }Nj=1 and {bnj }Nj=1, where

both sequences are equal, except for some (k, s) ∈ V × {1, . . . , n} where ak,s = 1 and
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bk,s = 0. Then P (Zi,n+1 = 1|{Zn
j = anj }Nj=1) ≥ P (Zi,n+1 = 1|{Zn

j = bnj }Nj=1), for all

i ∈ V .

Proof. Assume that k ∈ N ′i (note that if this is not the case, the two values we wish

to compare are equal). Let

y =
∑
j∈N ′i

n∑
t=1

aj,t∆r,j(t)

x =
∑
j∈N ′i

n∑
t=1

(1− aj,t)∆b,j(t).

Then letting y∗ = y −∆r,k(s), and x∗ = x+ ∆b,k(s), we obtain

P (Zi,n+1 = 1|{Zn
j = anj }Nj=1) =

R̄i + y

R̄i + B̄i + y + x

≥ R̄i + y

R̄i + B̄i + y + x∗

≥ R̄i + y∗

R̄i + B̄i + y∗ + x∗

= P (Zi,n+1 = 1|{Zn
j = bnj }Nj=1).

Intuitively, this result states that the process is self-reinforcing; i.e., higher rates

of infection increase the likelihood of the infection recurring. We will use this lemma

in the proof of Lemma 3.1.5.

Consider the general form of Ĩn given in (2.7). We will be comparing the perfor-

mance of two curing initializations, B and B∗, in limiting the spread of infection. In

order to differentiate between the resultant probabilities, we will use ∗ to denote any

probability obtained using the curing initialization B∗, e.g., Ĩ∗n = Ĩn(B∗).

Lemma 3.1.5. Consider a general network G = (V, E) equipped with the Polya net-

work contagion model. Consider two different curing initializations B = (B1, . . . , BN)

and B∗ = (B∗1 , . . . , B
∗
N). Suppose that S∗i,t(a

t
1, . . . , a

t
N) ≤ Si,t(a

t
1, . . . , a

t
N) for all
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(i, t) ∈ V ×{1, . . . , n} and any sequence of draws an = (a1,s, . . . , aN,s)
n
s=1 ∈ {0, 1}N×n.

Then Ĩ∗n+1 ≤ Ĩn+1.

Proof. First, denoting as = (a1,s, . . . , aN,s), we can write using (2.8) that

P (Zi,n+1 = 1) =
∑
an

P (Zi,n+1 = 1|{Zn
j = anj }Nj=1)P ({Zn

j = anj }Nj=1)

=
∑
an

[P (Zi,n+1 = 1|{Zn
j = anj }Nj=1)

n∏
t=1

P ({Zi,t = ai,t}Ni=1|{Zt−1
i = at−1

i }Ni=1].

Instead of using this form for P (Zi,n+1 = 1) and expanding as in (2.6), we can instead

recursively apply the law of total probability to break down P (Zi,n+1 = 1) directly as

follows:

P (Zi,n+1 = 1) =
∑
a1

[P (Z1 = a1)
∑
a2

[P (Z2 = a2|Z1 = a1) · · ·

· · ·
∑
an

[P (Zn = an|Zn−1 = an−1)P (Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)]]]. (3.2)

Now that we have this equation in this form, we iteratively replace terms to obtain

the desired inequality. First, consider the sum over an. We start with the fact that

Si,n = P (Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn), and we are assuming that S∗i,n ≤ Si,n for any realization of

the contagion process. We have∑
an

P (Zn = an|Zn−1 = an−1)P (Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

=
∑
an

N∏
j=1

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−aj,nP (Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

≥
∑
an

N∏
j=1

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−aj,nP ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an). (3.3)

The equality comes from the fact that the draw processes at time n are independent

given the entire draw history up to that point, while the inequality arises from our

assumption that S∗i,n ≤ Si,n.
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Next, we replace Sj,n−1 with S∗j,n−1 in (3.3) term by term; in particular, we first

sum out a1,n. Here we use the convention that an = (a1,n, bn), i.e., bn omits the first

component of the vector an. Likewise, we will use the convention that as = {a1,s, b
s}.

As a result, (3.3) yields∑
an

N∏
j=1

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,nP ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

=
∑
bn

[
N∏
j=2

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,n ]

× (S1,n−1P
∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {1, bn}) + (1− S1,n−1)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {0, bn})).

We replace S1,n−1 in this expression with S∗1,n−1, and then subtract it from the above

to get∑
bn

[
N∏
j=2

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,n ]

× [(S1,n−1P
∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {1, bn}) + (1− S1,n−1)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {0, bn}))

− (S∗1,n−1P
∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {1, bn}) + (1− S∗1,n−1)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {0, bn}))]

=
∑
bn

[
N∏
j=2

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,n ]

× (S1,n−1 − S∗1,n−1)(P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {1, bn} − P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {0, bn})

≥ 0.

We note that

P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {1, bn}) ≥ P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = {0, bn})

from Lemma 3.1.4, and S∗1,n−1 ≤ S1,n−1 as per our assumption. Thus, we ultimately
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obtain that ∑
an

N∏
j=1

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,nP ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

≥
∑
an

[
N∏
j=2

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,n

× (S∗1,n−1)a1,n(1− S∗1,n−1)1−a1,nP ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)].

We follow this same process of replacing Sj,n with S∗j,n for each j ∈ V in order to

conclude that ∑
an

N∏
j=1

(Sj,n−1)aj,n(1− Sj,n−1)1−ai,nP (Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

≥
∑
an

N∏
j=1

(S∗j,n−1)aj,n(1− S∗j,n−1)1−ai,nP ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

=
∑
an

P ∗(Zn = an|Zn−1 = an−1)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)

=P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn−1 = an−1).

Returning to our expression in (3.2), we have

P (Zi,n+1 = 1) =
∑
a1

[P (Z1 = a1)
∑
a2

[P (Z2 = a2|Z1 = a1) · · ·

· · ·
∑
an

[P (Zn = an|Zn−1 = an−1)P (Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn = an)]]]

≥
∑
a1

[P (Z1 = a1)
∑
a2

[P (Z2 = a2|Z1 = a1) · · ·

· · ·
∑
an−1

[P (Zn−1 = an−1|Zn−2 = an−2)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn−1 = an−1)]]].

We can follow the same procedure for the sum over an−1 as we did for the sum over
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an in order to find that∑
an−1

[P (Zn−1 = an−1|Zn−2 = an−2)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn−1 = an−1)]

≥
∑
an−1

[P ∗(Zn−1 = an−1|Zn−2 = an−2)P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn−1 = an−1)]

=P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1|Zn−2 = an−2).

We can then substitute this back into (3.2) and repeat for each summand that appears,

ultimately ending up with

P (Zi,n+1 = 1) ≥ P ∗(Zi,n+1 = 1).

This will hold for each i ∈ V , giving us that Ĩn+1 ≥ Ĩ∗n+1 as desired.

Alternative proof of Lemma 3.1.5. Let {Yi,t : t = 1, . . . , n, i = 1 . . . , N} be indepen-

dent random variables each uniformly distributed on the unit interval [0,1]. For all

i = 1, . . . , N let Zi,t and Z∗i,t be inductively defined for t = 1, . . . , n by

Zi,t =


1 if Yi,t ≤ Si,t−1({Zt−1

i }Ni=1)

0 otherwise,

(3.4)

and

Zi,t =


1 if Yi,t ≤ S∗i,t−1({Z∗,t−1

i }Ni=1)

0 otherwise.

(3.5)

Here we assume that Si,0 ≥ S∗i,0 for all i = 1 . . . , N .

Note that since P (Zi,t = 1|{Zt−1
i }Ni=1) = Si,t−1({Zt−1

i }Ni=1) and P (Z∗i,t = 1|{Z∗,t−1
i }Ni=1) =

S∗i,t−1({Z∗,t−1
i }Ni=1), for all i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , n, the processes have the re-

quired Polya network process distribution with initializations B and B∗, respectively.

Claim 3.1.6. Suppose for some t ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} the sequence {Zt−1
i }Ni=1 dominates
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{Z∗,t−1
i }Ni=1 in the sense that Zi,s ≥ Z∗i,s for all i = 1, . . . , N and s = 1, . . . , t − 1.

Then {Zt
i}Ni=1 dominates {Z∗,ti }Ni=1.

Proof of Claim. Repeated application of Lemma 3.1.4 shows that Si,t−1({Zt−1
i }Ni=1) ≥

S∗i,t−1({Z∗,t−1
i }Ni=1) for all i = 1, . . . , N . (Specifically, since Zi,s ≥ Z∗i,s means that

either Zi,s = Z∗i,s or Zi,s = 1 and Z∗i,s = 0, Lemma 3.1.4 is applied K = |{(i, s) : Zi,s 6=

Z∗i,s}| times.) This, (3.4), and (3.5) then give Zi,t ≥ Z∗i,t, which in turn implies that

{Zt
i}Ni=1 dominates {Z∗,ti }Ni=1.

Using Claim 3.1.6 for t = 0, which vacuously holds by the assumption that Si,0 ≥

S∗i,0 for all i = 1, . . . , N , we obtain Zi,1 ≥ Z∗i,1, i = 1, . . . , N . Applying Claim 3.1.6

inductively for t = 2, . . . , n, we obtain that

Zi,t ≥ Z∗i,t, i = 1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , n

with probability one. Thus the event {Z∗i,t = 1} implies {Zi,t = 1} and so P (Z∗i,t =

1) ≤ P (Zi,t = 1) for all i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , n. Therefore

Ĩ∗t ≤ Ĩ∗t

for all t = 1, . . . , n as claimed.

We can now use this result in order to extend Lemma 3.1.3 to the case for a

general time n.

Proposition 3.1.7. Consider a general network G = (V, E) equipped with the Polya

network contagion model. If for any nodes i, j ∈ V we have N ′i ⊂ N ′j , then it can be

assumed that Bi = 0 when minimizing Ĩn over the curing initialization. Likewise, it

can be assumed that Ri = 0 when maximizing Ĩn over the infection initialization.
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Proof. Without loss of generality assume N ′1 ⊂ N ′2. Consider the general form of

Si,n(an1 , . . . , a
n
N):

R̄i +
∑

j∈N ′i

∑n
t=1 aj,t∆r,j(t)

R̄i + B̄i +
∑

j∈N ′i

∑n
t=1(aj,t∆r,j(t) + (1− aj,t)∆b,j(t))

. (3.6)

Letting B∗1 = 0, and B∗2 = B1 + B2, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.3, we have for any

i ∈ V that B̄∗i ≥ B̄i. Plugging into (3.6) yields that S∗i,n ≤ Si,n for any realization

of the draw process. This will hold for any i ∈ V and for any time t. We apply

Lemma 3.1.5 to get the desired result.

Essentially what we have proven here is that an optimal solution for Problem 3.1.1

will allocate no resources to outer nodes. Though this result may seem somewhat

intuitive, because of the complex nature of Ĩn the proof as demonstrated is rather

involved. Figure 3.1 shows an example of how curing resources would be distributed

for solutions to Problem 3.1.1 in accordance with Proposition 3.1.7.

3.1.2 Symmetry

The second simplification we make regarding solutions to Problem 3.1.1 has to do

with networks that possess symmetry properties in some sense. First we need to

define what is meant by this, and so we introduce the following concepts, which are

described in detail in [22, 7, 14], along with other graph theory concepts.

Definition 3.1.8. An automorphism of a graph G = (V, E) is a permutation σ of V ,

such that (u, v) ∈ E iff (σ(u), σ(v)) ∈ E. The set of automorphisms of a given graph

forms a group under the composition operation, called the automorphism group of G

and denoted Aut(G).
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Figure 3.1: Sample distribution of curing initialization parameters for a 100 node
Barabasi-Albert network, obtained using gradient descent (see Proposition 3.2.1 and
Algorithm 1). The colour scale indicates how many resources are allocated to each
node. An initialization budget of Bb = 1000 is used for this example, with an infection
initialization of Ri = 100, ∀i ∈ V .

Definition 3.1.9. For a graph G = (V, E), if H ≤ Aut(G) is a subgroup of automor-

phisms of G, then u, v ∈ V are similar under H if there exists an automorphism in

H which maps u to v. Equivalence classes defined by similarity under H are called

orbits of the graph G by H. The sets of orbits by H form a partition of the vertices

of G, called an orbit partition.

An automorphism is an isomorphism from G to itself. If there exists an auto-

morphism which maps between two different nodes, it means that those nodes are
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(a) Sample labelling scheme 1. (b) Sample labelling scheme 2.

(c) Sample labelling scheme 3. (d) Sample labelling scheme 4.

Figure 3.2: A sample network and 4 labelling schemes that give the same adjacency
matrix. Because the edge sets are preserved, an automorphism can be used to map
each node within a set of labels to its respective couterpart in any of the alternative
labelling schemes depicted.

distinguishable only by their labels. This is illustrated by Figure 3.2. For our pur-

poses, we consider “symmetry” between nodes characterized by automorphisms. An

orbit partition is a way to divide a network based on these symmetries. For example,

if we consider the network in Figure 3.2, the orbit partition of G by Aut(G) is given

by P = {{1, 2, 5, 6}, {3, 4}}.

We want to prove, that under certain conditions, sets of nodes that are similar
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under some H ≤ Aut(G) will be treated equivalently; i.e., they will all be given the

same number of resources by an optimal policy. We start with a preliminary result.

Lemma 3.1.10. Consider a general network G = (V, E) with a given initialization

(B,R) = (B1, . . . , BN , R1, . . . , RN). Suppose there exists a subset of nodes V ′ ⊂ V

such that R̄i = R̄j for all i, j ∈ V ′. Now suppose we can find some alternate curing

initialization B∗ = (B∗1 , . . . , B
∗
N) such that B̄∗i = 1

|V ′|
∑

j∈V ′ B̄j for all i ∈ V ′. Then∑
i∈V ′ P

∗(Zi,1 = 1) ≤
∑

i∈V ′ P (Zi,1 = 1).

Proof. We prove this result by induction on |V ′|. Start with the simplest case, where

|V ′| = 2. Consider two nodes i, j ∈ V such that R̄i = R̄j. Let B̄∗i = B̄∗j = 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j).

We have

P (Zi,1 = 1) + P (Zj,1 = 1) =
R̄i

R̄i + B̄i

+
R̄j

R̄j + B̄j

=
R̄i

R̄i + B̄i

+
R̄i

R̄i + B̄j

, (3.7)

P ∗(Zi,1 = 1) + P ∗(Zj,1 = 1) =
R̄i

R̄i + B̄∗i
+

R̄j

R̄j + B̄∗j

=
2R̄i

R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j)

. (3.8)

We want to show (3.7) is no less than (3.8). Taking the difference we get

R̄i

R̄i + B̄i

+
R̄i

R̄i + B̄j

− 2R̄i

R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j)

=R̄i

[
2R̄i + B̄i + B̄j

(R̄i + B̄i)(R̄i + B̄j)
− 2

R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j)

]
=R̄i

[
(2R̄i + B̄i + B̄j)(R̄i + 1

2
(B̄i + B̄j))− 2(R̄i + B̄i)(R̄i + B̄j)

(R̄i + B̄i)(R̄i + B̄j)(R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j))

]
=R̄i

[
2R̄2

i + 2R̄i(B̄i + B̄j) + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j)

2 − 2R̄2
i − 2R̄i(B̄i + B̄j)− 2B̄iB̄j

(R̄i + B̄i)(R̄i + B̄j)(R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j))

]
=R̄i

[
1
2
(B̄2

i + B̄2
j − 2B̄iB̄j)

(R̄i + B̄i)(R̄i + B̄j)(R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j))

]
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=R̄i

[ 1
2
(B̄i − B̄j)

2

(R̄i + B̄i)(R̄i + B̄j)(R̄i + 1
2
(B̄i + B̄j))

]
≥0.

Now, consider a subset of nodes V ′ ⊂ V such that R̄i = R̄j for all i, j ∈ V ′, and

suppose |V ′| = n. Without loss of generality, let V ′ = {1, . . . , n}. We assume the

result holds for any subset of n− 1 of these nodes. Thus, we can write that
n−1∑
i=1

P (Zi,1 = 1) =
n−1∑
i=1

R̄i

R̄i + B̄i

≥ (n− 1)
R̄1

R̄1 + 1
n−1

∑n−1
i=1 B̄i

.

Let B̄ = 1
n−1

∑n−1
i=1 B̄i, and let B̄∗i = 1

n
((n − 1)B̄ + B̄n), ∀i ∈ V ′. We note that

B̄∗i = 1
n

∑
j∈V ′ B̄j for all i ∈ V ′. We have∑

i∈V ′
P (Zi,1 = 1) ≥ (n− 1)

R̄1

R̄1 + B̄
+

R̄1

R̄1 + B̄n

, (3.9)

∑
i∈V ′

P ∗(Zi,1 = 1) = n
R̄1

R̄1 + 1
n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n)

. (3.10)

Now to prove the result we need only to show that the right-hand side of (3.9) is no

smaller than (3.10). Taking the difference we get

R̄1

[
(n− 1)(R̄1 + B̄n) + (R̄1 + B̄)

(R̄1 + B̄)(R̄1 + B̄n)
− n

R̄1 + 1
n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n)

]
=R̄1

[
nR̄1 + (n− 1)B̄n + B̄

(R̄1 + B̄)(R̄1 + B̄n)
− n

R̄1 + 1
n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n)

]
=R̄1

[
(nR̄1 + (n− 1)B̄n + B̄)(R̄1 + 1

n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n)− n(R̄1 + B̄)(R̄1 + B̄n)

(R̄1 + B̄)(R̄1 + B̄n)(R̄1 + 1
n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n))

]
=R̄1

[ n−1
n

(B̄2 + B̄2
n − 2B̄B̄n)

(R̄1 + B̄)(R̄1 + B̄n)(R̄1 + 1
n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n))

]
=R̄1

[ n−1
n

(B̄ − B̄n)2

(R̄1 + B̄)(R̄1 + B̄n)(R̄1 + 1
n
((n− 1)B̄ + B̄n))

]
≥0.
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We can now use this result to help prove that for networks with symmetry, so-

lutions to Problem 3.1.1 will be symmetric in nature as well. Suppose for a graph

G = (V, E) we have an automorphism σ of G. Assuming G is finite, we have that

Aut(G) is a finite group, and thus we can use σ to generate a cyclic subgroup 〈σ〉 of

Aut(G). The subgroup 〈σ〉 is necessarily finite and of finite order. We also have that

for any node i in V there exists some integer k ∈ Z>0 such that i = σk(i). We will

denote by ki the smallest such integer for which this holds for a given i ∈ V .

Proposition 3.1.11. Consider a general network G = (V, E) with a given initializa-

tion (B,R) and consider an automorphism σ of G. Let m be the order of the cyclic

subgroup 〈σ〉 of Aut(G). Suppose Ri = Rσ(i), for all i ∈ V . Let B∗ be an alternate

curing initialization such that B∗i = 1
m

∑m
j=1 Bσj(i) for all i ∈ V . Then, Ĩ∗1 ≤ Ĩ1.

Proof. Note that for a given i ∈ V , R̄i =
∑

j∈N ′i
Rj. We have that if j ∈ N ′i then

σk(j) ∈ N ′
σk(i)

for any k ∈ Z>0. Since by assumption Rj = Rσ(j) = Rσk(j) for all

j ∈ N ′i , we have that R̄i = R̄σk(i) for all i ∈ V and any positive integer k. From

Lemma 3.1.10, we need only to prove that B̄∗i = 1
ki

∑ki
j=1 B̄σj(i), for all i ∈ V . We

start with

B̄∗i =
∑
j∈N ′i

B∗j =
∑
j∈N ′i

1

m

m∑
l=1

Bσl(j).

We note that for a given integer p,

p

kj∑
l=1

Bσl(j) =

kj∑
l=1

pBσl(j) =

kj∑
l=1

(Bσl(j) +Bσl+kj (j) + · · ·+B
σl+(p−1)kj (j)

) =

pkj∑
l=1

Bσl(j),

which follows from the definition of kj. Since m is the order of 〈σ〉, we have σm(j) = j,

and since kj is the smallest such integer for which this holds, we must have kj|m (i.e.,

kj divides m). Choosing p = m
kj

we get (using the identity between the left-most and
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right-most terms in the above equation) that

1

kj

kj∑
l=1

Bσl(j) =
p

pkj

kj∑
l=1

Bσl(j) =
1

pkj

pkj∑
l=1

Bσl(j) =
1

m

m∑
l=1

Bσl(j),

and thus

B̄∗i =
∑
j∈N ′i

1

m

m∑
l=1

Bσl(j)

=
1

m

m∑
l=1

∑
j∈N ′i

Bσl(j)

=
1

m

m∑
l=1

∑
j∈N ′

σl(i)

Bj

=
1

m

m∑
l=1

B̄σl(i)

=
1

ki

ki∑
l=1

B̄σl(i).

The result then follows from Lemma 3.1.10.

Another way to think about Proposition 3.1.11 is that the optimal allocation

distributes resources equally within sets of the orbit partition by 〈σ〉. We assume that

infection resources are distributed evenly within this orbit partition, a consequence of

assuming that Ri = Rσ(i) for all i ∈ V . We then prove redistributing curing resources

within each set of the partition, i.e., letting B∗i = 1
m

∑m
j=1Bσj(i) for all i ∈ V , will

result in a decrease in the overall average infection rate.

Due to the complicated nature of Ĩn, it is difficult to analytically prove this result

for time n > 1. Also, while Proposition 3.1.11 can be applied to a given automor-

phism, we want to push this slightly further. Consider a network G = (V, E), and the

orbit partition of G by Aut(G), denoted P = {V1, . . . , Vq}, where q ≤ N

For any given initialization, (B,R), for which R̄i = R̄j if i and j are similar under
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Aut(G), we postulate that we can reduce the average infection rate Ĩn by redistributing

curing resources evenly within each set of the partition. To elaborate, for each i ∈ V ,

if i ∈ Vk we conjecture that taking B∗i = 1
|Vk|
∑

j∈Vk Bj yields that Ĩn(B∗) ≤ Ĩn(B),

for any n.

We provide some empirical evidence to support this claim. We again refer to the

simple 6 node network provided in Figure 3.2, remembering the orbit partition by

Aut(G) for this G is given by P = {{1, 2, 5, 6}, {3, 4}}. In the first case we use a

uniform initial distribution of red balls, R, and a random allocation of black balls,

B. We then define an alternate curing initialization, B∗, that redistributes resources

evenly within each set of the orbit partition by Aut(G), as described previously. We

perform the draw process, averaging the draw values over a series of trials to obtain

a measure for the empirical average infection rate. The results of this simulation can

be found in Figure 3.3.

We see a clear reduction in the empirical average infection rate as a result of redis-

tributing resources evenly within sets of the orbit partition, and this holds regardless

of n. This result suggests that any optimal policy for Problem 3.1.1 will distribute

resources evenly among nodes that are similar under some subgroup of Aut(G), un-

der equivalent conditions (i.e., when the infection resources are likewise uniformly

allocated among similar nodes). This knowledge is useful in verifying what policies

may be optimal. Additionally, this information about the structure of the optimal

allocation is useful when developing heuristics.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of average infection rate versus time that demonstrates improved
performance as a result of using uniform allocation of resources within sets of the
orbit partition under Aut(G), for simple network in Figure 3.2. In each case, 1000
trials were run, and the resulting plots show the empirical average infection rate at
each time n. An infection initialization of Ri = 10, ∀i ∈ V was used, with a fixed
∆r = ∆b = 1. The trials in (i) randomly distributed curing resources, B, from a fixed
budget Bb = 60, while for (ii) these randomly allocated resources were redistributed
uniformly within the sets of the orbit partition.

3.2 Gradient Descent

As done in [18] and further explored in Chapter 4, we implement a gradient descent

algorithm [5] to find solutions to Problem 3.1.1. We first verify that this strategy can

legitimately be employed for our initialization cases.

For the curing problem presented in [18], the objective was to minimize the limiting

average infection rate. As this measure is rather complicated to analyze, a proxy

measure given by the expected average network exposure, E[S̃n|Fn−1], is used instead.

For the initialization problem the equivalent method would be to study this value for

time n = 1, at which point this simply reduces to minimizing the average infection

rate at time one, given by Ĩ1, as a function of the curing initialization B.

In Problem 3.1.1, we assign curing resources subject to a budget Bb. If for a
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general time n we instead use Ĩ1 as a simple proxy, it is easy to use gradient flow

techniques to find an optimal policy for this one-step problem. We note that any

optimal policy will make full use of the budget Bb.

Proposition 3.2.1. (Gradient descent conditions): Consider a general network

G = (V, E) equipped with the Polya network contagion model. Suppose for a given

infection initialization, R, we have R̄i > 0 for each i ∈ V . Then the average infection

rate at time one, Ĩ1, is convex with respect to the curing initialization parameters, B.

Moreover, the feasible set

X =

{
{Bi}Ni=1 ∈ RN

≥0

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

Bi = Bb

}
is convex and compact.

The proof of this proposition is rather straightforward, with the matter of con-

vexity of Ĩ1 having been discussed earlier in this chapter. Of note, however is the fact

that we require R̄i > 0 for each i ∈ V , in order to ensure our feasible set X remains

valid. If this is satisfied, we can then use a constrained gradient descent method [5,

Chapter 2], as described in Algorithm 1. This algorithm will converge to an optimal

solution for the one-step optimization problem, but not necessarily for the n-step

case.

We note that minimizing Ĩ1 is equivalent to minimizing the average infection rate

of Network Models I and II that were presented in Chapter 2. Both of these models

represent the contagion process of each individual node using a classical Polya process,

and in each case the ρc,i is taken to be R̄i
T̄i

for each node i in the network. Since we

know that the classical Polya process is stationary, the expected draw value for a

given node will not change with time. Minimizing the average infection rate for these

models for a general time n is thus the same as minimizing the average infection rate
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Algorithm 1 Constrained gradient descent on a simplex [5]

f(x1, . . . , xN)← function to be minimized

Start at an arbitrary node:
y1 = (y1,1, . . . , y1,N) = (Bb, 0, . . . , 0)

for k = 1 : stoptime do
Find the direction of steepest descent:
i = arg minj∈V

∂f
∂xj
|yk

Move only in that direction:
ȳk,i = Bb, and ȳk,j = 0 for all j 6= i

Select the step size using the limit minimization rule:
αk = arg minα∈[0,1] f(yk + α(ȳk − yk))

Perform the gradient descent:
yk+1 = yk + αk(ȳk − yk)

at time n = 1. Thus, in the context of Problem 3.1.1, this is equivalent to minimizing

the average value of ρc,i within the network over our choice of B, or of minimizing

1

N

N∑
i=1

ρc,i =
1

N

N∑
i=1

R̄i

T̄i
= Ĩ1.

3.3 Single Node Curing

Consider a situation where we aim to either control the spread of infection within a

network, or wish to inject an infection within the network and allow it to propogate.

Suppose, however, there is a limitation in terms of how many nodes may be accessed

at once (for example, advertising campaigns may be limited in scope). We wish

to determine the priority of nodes within a network when only a single node may

be accessed. This may also provide insight when considering general curing policies

without such limitations.
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Figure 3.4: Five node path graph.

We consider a simple path graph as depicted in Figure 3.4. If we were asked

which node we should target in the context of Problem 3.1.1, assuming that we

could only target one node, the intuitive answer would probably be to target node

3. This node has the most neighbours and is the most centralized node, and so it

takes the fewest number of steps for it to impact the rest of the network. We know

from Proposition 3.1.7 that nodes 1 and 5 will be ignored by any optimal policy, and

thus we only have three remaining nodes to consider. Futhermore, because of the

symmetry of the network, nodes 2 and 4 are indistinguishable, further reducing this

problem.

We consider a uniform infection initialization such that R1 = · · · = R5 = R, and

we take n = 1. If we let B = (0, B, 0, 0, 0), then B̄1 = B̄2 = B̄3 = B and B̄4 = B̄5 = 0.

If instead we use B∗ = (0, 0, B, 0, 0), then B̄∗2 = B̄∗3 = B̄∗4 = B and B̄∗1 = B̄∗5 = 0. We

have

Ĩ1 =
1

5

5∑
i=1

R̄i

R̄i + B̄i

=
1

5

(
2R

2R + B̄1

+
3R

3R + B̄2

+
3R

3R + B̄3

+
3R

3R + B̄4

+
2R

2R + B̄5

)
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=
1

5

(
R

R + 1
2
B

+ 2
R

R + 1
3
B

+ 2

)
≤ 1

5

(
3

R

R + 1
3
B

+ 2

)
=

1

5

(
2R

2R + B̄∗1
+

3R

3R + B̄∗2
+

3R

3R + B̄∗3
+

3R

3R + B̄∗4
+

2R

2R + B̄∗5

)
= Ĩ∗1 .

We are able to reduce the average infection rate at time n = 1 by using the curing

policy B instead of B∗, somewhat counter to what our intuition may tell us. This

result comes because while nodes 2 and 3 have the same number of neighbours, node

2 has a higher influence over the behaviour of node 1 than node 3 has over nodes 2

or 4. Thus, when provided with a uniform red ball initialization, we find that the

optimal target is node 2 (or equivalently 4), when minimizing for Ĩ1 for the five node

path graph.

If we examine the behaviour of Ĩn for n > 1, under the same configurations, we will

not come to the same conclusion. Consider Figure 3.5, which depicts the empirical

average infection rate measured as a result of targeting only a single node for the 5

node path graph in Figure 3.4. As we can see, in accordance with our earlier analysis,

targeting node 2 minimizes the average infection rate initially, but not as n increases.

Ultimately, targeting more central nodes proves more beneficial when minimizing Ĩn

as n→∞.

We can extend this same reasoning to our unrestricted curing policies. We note

that an optimal solution for time n = 1 is not necessarily optimal for all n. This

means the gradient descent algorithm detailed in Algorithm 1, which converges to

the optimal solution for time n = 1, most likely converges to only a suboptimal

solution for any other n. Likewise, prioritizing nodes based on centrality will not
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Figure 3.5: Empirical average infection rate, Ĩn, versus time, n, for single node curing
of 5 node path graph with uniform infection initialization (Ri = 10 for all i ∈ V ). In
each case, a single node was initialized with 50 black balls, and the network Polya
process was then run with fixed ∆r = ∆b = 5.

necessarily be optimal in the context of Problem 3.1.1 for small values of n. We wish

to consider these factors when developing heuristic policies for such initialization

problems in order to develop policies that are close to, or possibly more effective,

than those generated using gradient descent algorithms.

3.4 Heuristic Strategies

Introduced in [16], [19] were a number of heuristic models for network curing that can

be similarly applied to the initialization problems presented in this chapter. We plan

here, however, to provide a heuristic model based on the analysis we have performed

thus far, while also integrating some of the previously tested techniques. Since we

know any optimal policy will be in accordance with Proposition 3.1.7, we can use this

as our starting point.
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3.4.1 Interior Node Targeting

The first strategy we consider is rather straightforward. Given a network, we deter-

mine which nodes are inner nodes, i.e., which nodes have a neighbourhood that is

not a strict subset of another node’s neighbourhood. We then distribute initialization

resources uniformly among these nodes. If we let Bb represent our curing initializa-

tion budget, and let V ′ = {i ∈ V |N ′i 6⊂ N ′j ,∀j ∈ V }, we then allocate our resources

according to the following scheme:

Bi =


1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

We can also combine this scheme with the heuristic strategies in [16], [19]. Among

these strategies, the best performing heuristic strategy allocates resources based on

a combination of centrality measures, node degree and closeness centrality, as well as

the infection level of each node’s superurn. Since we are dealing with initialization

policies, it makes little sense to do our distribution based on our infection levels;

instead we implement a strategy based upon the node degree and closeness centrality.

The degree of a node is simply measured as the size of a node’s neighbourhood,

|Ni| (we can similarly use |N ′i |, if desired). The closeness centrality of a node, Ci, is

a measure used to determine a node’s topological position within a network, defined

as

Ci =
1∑

j∈V d(i, j)
, (3.11)

where d(i, j) is the shortest path length from node i to node j. Thus the node with

the highest closeness centrality has the shortest average path length to every node
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within the network. We can distribute resources as follows:

Bi =


|Ni|Ci∑

j∈V ′ |Nj |Cj
Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

Note we could alternatively apply a similar strategy using “betweenness centrality”

as in [19] instead.

3.4.2 Minimized Node Targeting

We can get greedier with our initialization policies, based on the idea of minimizing

the number of nodes we target at once. We introduce a method that attempts to

target nodes in such a manner that all nodes have resources within their immediate

neighbourhood N ′i (i.e., ensuring B̄i > 0, ∀i ∈ V ), while targeting the fewest possible

nodes. We use Algorithm 2 to determine which nodes will be allocated resources.

This algorithm starts by locating outer nodes in the network and then targets

nodes directly adjacent these outer nodes. All nodes that are within the neighbour-

hood of the targeted nodes are then removed from the set of nodes being evaluated.

Within this new, smaller set of nodes, we once again locate outer nodes and repeat

the process. In the case that there are no outer nodes within the set of nodes being

evaluated, all remaining nodes are added to the set of targeted nodes.

The purpose of this algorithm is to effectively employ Proposition 3.1.7, and ensure

our curing policy does not target outer nodes, while still ensuring B̄i > 0 for these

nodes. Once the set of outer nodes is excluded from directly receiving resources, the

algorithm then works inwards, attempting to minimize the number of targeted nodes.

Once the set of nodes to be targeted, V ′, has been determined we can once again

distribute resources in one of two manners as in the previous strategy set. We can
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Algorithm 2 Node Targeting Algorithm

V ← set of all nodes
V ′ ← target set
Vtest ← nodes to test for this loop

Start with V ′ = ∅, Vtest = V
while Vtest 6= ∅ do

Identify outer nodes:
Set Vouter = {i ∈ Vtest|N ′i ⊂ N ′j , for some j ∈ Vtest}
if Vouter = ∅ then

V ′ = V ′ ∪ Vtest
break

Target nodes adjacent to outer nodes:
Set Vinner = Vtest\Vouter
Set Vadded targets = {i ∈ Vinner|i ∈ N ′j for some j ∈ Vouter}
Set V ′ = V ′ ∪ Vadded targets
Update parameters for next loop:
Set Vcoverage = {i ∈ Vtest|i ∈ N ′j for some j ∈ Vadded targets}
Set Vtest = Vtest\Vcoverage

distribute resources to these nodes uniformly:

Bi =


1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

Or we can distribute resources to more central nodes among those targeted:

Bi =


|Ni|Ci∑

j∈V ′ |Nj |Cj
Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

We note that all of these heuristics are entirely based on network structure, and

by design will symmetrically allocate resources in accordance with Proposition 3.1.11.

Furthermore by limiting the number of nodes that are targeted, we limit the com-

putational complexity of determining resource allocation. Though these network re-

ductions may be impractical or provide minimal simplifications for certain network
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compositions, these heuristics are generally quite flexible and can be employed in

conjunction with other heuristics quite easily, as with the examples provided here.

They can also be applied similarly for the curing models examined in Chapter 4.

3.4.3 Dense Networks

We now consider a limitation of the heuristics presented thus far. Our previous sets of

solutions depend on the assumption that a network will possess a set of nodes whose

respective neighbourhoods are strict subsets of some other node’s neighbourhood

(i.e., they assume ∃i, j ∈ V that N ′i ⊂ N ′j ). While this may be a useful tactic

when considering sparser networks, like the one depicted in Figure 3.1, it is a very

limiting requirement when we consider high density networks. There are even simple

networks which fail to meet this requirement (e.g., consider the network in Figure 3.2).

To account for this, we introduce a final node targeting strategy that does not have

this limitation, but works based on similar principles.

Our previous methods worked by intentionally ignoring a subset of outer nodes,

V ′ = {i ∈ V |N ′i ⊂ N ′j , for some j ∈ V }. This was done with the idea of leveraging

Proposition 3.1.7, in order to prevent suboptimal node targeting while still ensuring

B̄i > 0, for every node i ∈ V . In cases where the conditions of Proposition 3.1.7 are

not met, this technique is ineffective. Instead, we introduce an alternative method

for defining inner and outer nodes.

This technique, presented in Algorithm 3, begins by ranking the nodes by some

centrality measure (closeness centrality for our purposes), from highest to lowest.

Nodes are added one-by-one to the set of targeted nodes, V ′, in order of rank. Once the

set of targeted nodes provides total coverage of the network (i.e., the neighbourhoods
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Algorithm 3 Node Targeting Algorithm for Dense Networks

V ← set of all nodes
V ′ ← nodes to be targeted
Ci ← centrality score of given node

Without loss of generality assume C1 > C2 > · · · > CN , where N is the network
size

Start with V ′ = ∅, Vcoverage = ∅, n=0
while Vcoverage 6= V do

Add most central node to target set:
V ′ = V ′ ∪ {n}
Update loop parameters:
Set Vcoverage = {i ∈ V |i ∈ N ′j , for some j ∈ V ′}
n++

Optional :
for n = |V ′| : 1 do

Let Vcoverage = {i ∈ V |i ∈ N ′j , for some j ∈ V ′\{n}}
if Vcoverage = V then

Set V ′ = V ′\{n}

of these nodes contains the entire network), the algorithm stops. As an additional

reduction we can also go through the list of targeted nodes in reverse order and

remove any nodes not required to maintain full coverage of the network. Similar to

the previous heuristics, the objective is to target every node in the network (either

directly or indirectly), while assigning resources to as few nodes as possible.

Like with our previous heuristics, once the target set has been determined, we can

either distribute resources uniformly among these nodes:

Bi =


1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.
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Or we can distribute resources preferentially, according to centrality:

Bi =


|Ni|Ci∑

j∈V ′ |Nj |Cj
Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.
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Chapter 4

Curing-Infection Problems

Another technique to control network infection for the Polya network model is to con-

trol the allocation of our curing parameters, {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1, subject to a fixed budget,

B. As in the initialization setup, this can be done for a finite or infinite horizon. Pre-

viously, [19] examined the problem of minimizing the limiting average infection rate

and introduced a number of heuristic optimization policies. Some of these strategies

were discussed briefly in Chapter 3. We begin by refocusing the problem in a game

theory setup.

4.1 Game-Theoretic Setup

We consider a two player game, where player one minimizes the average infection rate,

Ĩn, while player two maximizes this same value. Player one controls the distribution

of curing parameters, {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1, in accordance with a budget, Bb, while player two

controls the distribution of the infection parameters, {∆r,i(n)}Ni=1 in accordance with

a budget, Br. The budget in each case is fixed for all time steps, and the allocation

of resources for a given time n is determined prior to any draws being made at that

time. Thus, if either player allocates resources to a node for which the opposite colour
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ball is drawn, those resources will go to waste.

Formally, player one’s objective is to find:

min
{{∆b,i(k)}Ni=1:

∑N
i=1 ∆b,i(k)=Bb},k=1,...,n

Ĩn, (4.1)

assuming the minimum exists, while player two’s objective is to find:

max
{{∆r,i(k)}Ni=1:

∑N
i=1 ∆r,i(k)=Br},k=1,...,n

Ĩn, (4.2)

assuming the maximum exists. Together these constitute what we refer to as the

Delta-curing problem.

For a general network, finding an optimal control policy for either player can be

complicated, and the behaviour of Ĩn is difficult to study. As discussed in [19], there

is a strong correlation between the behaviour of S̃n and Ĩn, and thus we can simplify

our problem by first considering a game on the expected network exposure for a given

time step, rather than the limiting average infection rate. Using this measure as a

proxy will drastically simplify the complexity of this analysis.

We consider the expected network exposure E[S̃n|Fn−1] = E[S̃n|σ({Zn−1
j }Nj=1)]

as a two player zero-sum game, where player one minimizes the expected network

exposure over the curing parameters {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 and player two maximizes the same

value over the infection parameters {∆r,i(n)}Ni=1. We begin with an important result

about the expected network exposure.

Proposition 4.1.1. (Convexity-Concavity of Network Exposure): Let G =

(V, E) be a general network, and consider the Polya network contagion model on G,

with arbitrary initial conditions. Then, the expected network exposure E[S̃n|Fn−1] is

convex with respect to the curing parameters {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 and concave with respect to

the infection parameters {∆r,i(n)}Ni=1, for all n.
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Proof. Using (2.2) and (2.4), we consider E[S̃n|Fn−1] as a function of the vectors

x = (x1, . . . , xN)T = (∆b,1(n), . . . ,∆b,N(n))T

y = (y1, . . . , yN)T = (∆r,1(n), . . . ,∆r,N(n))T ,

by reformulating (2.4) as follows:

Si,n = fi,n(x,y, Zn) =
ci + δi(y, Zn)

ci + di + σi(x, Zn) + δi(y, Zn)
,

where

ci = R̄i +
n−1∑
t=1

∑
j∈N ′i

∆r,j(t)Zj,t

di = B̄i +
n−1∑
t=1

∑
j∈N ′i

∆b,j(t)(1− Zj,t)

δi(y, Zn) =
∑
j∈N ′i

yjZj,n

σi(x, Zn) =
∑
j∈N ′i

xj(1− Zj,n).

Alternatively, let A represent the adjacency matrix (including self connections)

for our given network G, where Aij = 1 iff i ∈ N ′j , and Aij = 0, otherwise. Then

construct an N×N square matrix, D, where Dij = Aij(1−Zj,n). Letting Di represent

the ith row of the matrix D, we get σi(x, Zn) = Dix, where

Dix =

[
Ai1(1− Z1,n) · · · AiN(1− ZN,n)

]
x1

...

xN

 .
Likewise, we can construct an N × N square matrix, C, where Cij = AijZj,n.
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Letting Ci represent the ith row of the matrix C, we get the following:

δi(y, Zn) = Ciy =

[
Ai1Z1,n · · · AiNZN,n

]
y1

...

yN

 .
We thus can write

fi,n(x,y, Zn) =
ci + Ciy

ci + di + Ciy +Dix
,

noting of course that the matrices C and D are functions of Zn.

Taking the expectation of Si,n given the history of the contagion process up to

time n− 1, we get

E[Si,n|Fn−1] = E[fi,n(x,y, Zn)|Fn−1]

=
∑

zn∈{0,1}N
fi,n(x,y, zn)P (Zn = zn|Zn−1 = zn−1). (4.3)

We note that P (Zn = zn|Zn−1 = zn−1) is independent of our choice of x, and for

any fixed realization zn = (z1,n, . . . , zN,n) ∈ {0, 1}N , fi,n(x,y, zn) is convex in x over

RN
≥0 (the proof is given in [19]). Hence, it follows that E[Si,n|Fn−1] is convex in x

over RN
≥0, and thus so too is E[S̃n|Fn−1]. Concavity in y follows from a symmetry

argument wherein we note

1− fi,n(x,y, Zn) =
di +Dix

ci + di + Ciy +Dix

is convex in y, thus showing fi,n(x,y, Zn) is concave in y. The rest of the proof

follows as in the convexity argument for x.

The natural symmetry of this model makes this result rather intuitive, and allows

us to establish a nice setup for the game theoretic problem. We have proven that

E[S̃n|Fn−1] is convex in x and concave in y over RN
≥0 ×RN

≥0. In order to get a better
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understanding of this function, we consider the partial derivatives with respect to x

and y. We note that

∇xfi,n(x,y, zn) =
−∇xDix(ci + Ciy)

(ci + di + Ciy +Dix)2

∇yfi,n(x,y, zn) =
∇yCiy(di +Dix)

(ci + di + Ciy +Dix)2
,

and furthermore

∂

∂xj
Dix = Aij(1− zj,n)

∂

∂yj
Ciy = Aijzj,n.

Since Aij and zj,n can only take values in {0, 1}, we get that ∂
∂xj
fi,n(x,y, zn) ≤ 0

and ∂
∂yj
fi,n(x,y, zn) ≥ 0. Using this fact in conjunction with Equation (4.3) we

determine that over the space X × Y = RN
≥0 × RN

≥0, E[S̃n|Fn−1] has no saddle point.

This lack of saddle point is demonstrated in Figure 4.1, which depicts the shape of

E[S̃n|Fn−1] for a single node network. However, given our fixed allocation budgets Bb

and Br, we restrict ourselves to considering sets of the form X ×Y = {{∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 ∈

RN
≥0|
∑N

i=1 ∆b,i(n) ≤ Bb} × {{∆r,i(n)}Ni=1 ∈ RN
≥0|
∑N

i=1 ∆r,i(n) ≤ Br}.

Returning to our game over the expected network exposure, we remark that

for any given n, the sets X = {{∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 ∈ RN
≥0|
∑N

i=1 ∆b,i(n) ≤ Bb} and Y =

{{∆r,i(n)}Ni=1 ∈ RN
≥0|
∑N

i=1 ∆r,i(n) ≤ Br} are convex and compact. This gives rise to

the following result.

Theorem 4.1.2. (Nash Equilibrium for Network Exposure): Let G = (V, E)

be a general network equipped with the Polya network contagion model, with arbi-

trary initial conditions. For a given time n, consider a two-player zero-sum game

where player one tries to minimize E[S̃n|Fn−1] over the parameters {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 and

player two tries to maximize E[S̃n|Fn−1] over the parameters {∆r,i(n)}Ni=1. Then, if
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Figure 4.1: Sample plot of E[S̃n|Fn−1] for a single node network containing equal
parts red and black balls, over varying values of x = ∆b and y = ∆r. A saddle point
will not exist over RN

≥0 × RN
≥0 regardless of the network structure.

we take our set of allowable policies to be of the form X × Y = {{∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 ∈

RN
≥0|
∑N

i=1 ∆b,i(n) ≤ Bb} × {{∆r,i(n)}Ni=1 ∈ RN
≥0|
∑N

i=1 ∆r,i(n) ≤ Br}, the result-

ing game admits a Nash equilibrium . Moreover, the equilibrium policy will satisfy∑N
i=1 ∆b,i(n) = Bb and

∑N
i=1 ∆r,i(n) = Br.

Proof. Since the function is convex-concave and over a compact set, the existence

follows from the classical minimax theorem, see [6]. By the definition of E[S̃n|Fn−1],

and since the function has no saddle point in the interior of its domain, the optimal

policy will utilize the full budget.

The equilibrium policy from Theorem 4.1.2 can be determined numerically using

gradient descent algorithms [5] (as we are optimizing a convex/concave function over

a simplex), but for large networks such algorithms can be computationally expensive,
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especially when considering the complexity of E[S̃n|Fn−1] as seen in (4.3).

From here we direct our focus on two main points. First, extending discussions

for the expected network exposure, E[S̃n|Fn−1], to the objective functions in (4.1)

and (4.2). Additionally, we want to carry over our discussion from Chapter 3 to

develop policies for the two player games on both the average infection rate, and the

proxy measure of the expected network exposure.

4.2 Heuristic Strategies

When developing heuristics in the initialization case, we made heavy use of Proposi-

tion 3.1.7, which proved that any optimal solution to Problem 3.1.1 would allocate no

resources to outer nodes (i.e., nodes with a nested neighbourhood). For the general

Delta-curing problem, we have no such result, as it is possible to manufacture situa-

tions where the equilibrium policy as in Theorem 4.1.2 will assign resources to outer

nodes. Such cases however arise under specific circumstances, and it is uncommon

for these nodes to receive significant resources. Thus, we introduce a similar set of

resource allocation policies for the game-theoretic setup as we did for the initialization

problems in Chapter 3.

Note that while any of these resource allocation policies can be similarly applied

to a player controlling the distribution of infection resources, for the purposes of our

analysis here, we will consider these strategies from the perspective of the player

controlling the curing resources.
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4.2.1 Interior Node Targeting

As in Section 3.4.1 we want to first try targeting inner nodes within a given network.

While Proposition 3.1.7 is not directly applicable to the setup as described in this

chapter, the related allocation policies may still prove effective. We take the set of

inner nodes to be V ′ = {i ∈ V |N ′i 6⊂ N ′j ,∀j ∈ V } and we let Bb be the budget for

curing resources {∆b,i(n)}Ni=1 at a given time n. As in the initialization case, our first

allocation policy assigns resources according to the following scheme:

∆b,i(n) =


1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

For this strategy, this policy is fixed for every time n. In Section 3.4.1 we introduced

another strategy that accounted for the centrality of a given node. In this game-

theoretic setup we also want to account for the evolution of the super urn proportion,

Si,n−1, of each node. As before we let Ci represent the closeness centrality of a given

node i, calculated by (3.11). We then allocate resources as follows:

∆b,i(n) =


|Ni|CiSi,n−1∑

j∈V ′ |Nj |CjSj,n−1
Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

As in Chapter 3 we may choose to use replace closeness centrality with some alternate

centrality measure.

4.2.2 Minimized Node Targeting

We now move on to strategies presented in Section 3.4.2. Again we want to implement

the strategy of minimizing the number of targeted nodes. We also want to introduce

a modification that accounts for the super urn proportion of each node. We let V ′
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represent the set of targeted nodes, as determined using Algorithm 2. We then use

the following two resource allocation schemes:

∆b,i(n) =


1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else,

which allocates the resources uniformly among the set of target nodes, or

∆b,i(n) =


|Ni|CiSi,n−1∑

j∈V ′ |Nj |CjSj,n−1
Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else,

which accounts for the centrality and super urn proportion of the targeted nodes.

4.2.3 Dense Networks

As discussed in Section 3.4.3, the previous strategies were limited in that the were only

effective for sparse network setups. We thus employ the same techniques used prior

for dense network setups. We let V ′ represent the set of target nodes as determined

by Algorithm 3. Once again, from this target set, we allocate resources uniformly

among these nodes:

∆b,i(n) =


1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

Alternatively, we can distribute resources based on centrality and super urn propor-

tion of the targeted nodes:

∆b,i(n) =


|Ni|CiSi,n−1∑

j∈V ′ |Nj |CjSj,n−1
Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else.

The effectiveness of the strategies described here, as well as the respective coun-

terparts from Chapter 3, is analyzed further in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Simulation Results

We evaluate the performance of the heuristic policies detailed in Chapters 3 and 4, and

compare their performance to supposed ‘optimal’ strategies obtained through gradient

descent (note that we say ‘optimal’ because the gradient descent only converges to an

optimal policy for the one-step proxy measures we introduced in both the initialization

and curing cases). Algorithm 4 provides the general format of the simulations, while

specifics of both the initialization and curing cases are provided in Sections 5.2 and 5.3,

respectively.

In order to ensure effectiveness of different strategies for different network compo-

sitions, we test these policies for a few different networks, each of which is depicted

in Figure 5.1. These networks include algorithmically generated 100 node Barabasi-

Albert networks, depicted in Figures 5.1a and 5.1b, with average densities of 1.98 and

18.9 connections per node, respectively. The third network, depicted in Figure 5.1c,

was generated by a tool [30] that crawled through posts in a Facebook group in order

to establish connections between users based on interactions on user posts (either via

commenting, or ’likes’ on the post or comments). The resulting 1,363 node graph

contains an average density of 3.56 connections per node, and provides a topology for
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Algorithm 4 Simulation Setup

A← adjacency matrix of the network
numTrials← trials to run for given policy
steps← number of time steps for each trial
initPolicy← initialization policy (uniform in no control case)
curePolicy← Delta-curing policy (uniform in no control case)

Assign (B,R) using initPolicy (under initialization budget)
for s = 1 : numTrials do

~Zs ← RunTrial(A,R,B,Br,Bb, steps, curePolicy)

procedure RunTrial(A,R,B,Br,Bb, steps, curePolicy)
Initialize Si,0 using Ri and Bi for all i ∈ V
for t = 1 : steps do

Assign ∆b,i(t), ∆r,i(t) using curePolicy (under curing budget)

Generate ~Y ∼ Uniform([0, 1])N

if Yi ≤ Si,t−1 then
Zi,t = 1

else
Zi,t = 0

Update Si,t using ∆r,i and ∆b,i(t) for all i ∈ V

a real-world social network.

5.1 Targeting Algorithms

Since the majority of the following analysis applies curing policies based on targeting

subsets of nodes, we want to provide a quick comparison of the different node targeting

algorithms.

Figure 5.2 depicts a comparison of the different targeting algorithms for the sparse

network seen in Figure 5.1a. For this specific network, we note that the target set in

Figure 5.2b, is a subset of the set of inner nodes in Figure 5.2a, which is itself a subset

of the target set from Figure 5.2c. While, this is not a general rule, it is a common
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(a) Barabasi-Albert network with 100 nodes and
99 edges.

(b) Barabasi-Albert network with 100 nodes and
945 edges.

(c) Facebook network with 1,363 nodes and 2,425 edges.

Figure 5.1: Mid to large scale networks used for simulation purposes. Adjacency
matrices for each of these networks is available online at https://bit.ly/2ygLEqg.

trend for very low-density networks. Algorithm 3 is not designed for use over sparse

networks, and does not successfully leverage Proposition 3.1.7. Thus, we know that

https://bit.ly/2ygLEqg
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(a) Example set of inner nodes. (b) Example target set using Algorithm 2.

(c) Example target set using Algorithm 3 for
sparse networks.

(d) Example target set using Algorithm 3 for
dense networks.

Figure 5.2: Comparison of target sets for various node targeting algorithms. In each
case, the set of targeted nodes is enlarged and coloured black. It is important to
note that Figure 5.2c, as depicted here, does not apply the optional component of
Algorithm 3. In fact, if we instead choose to apply that option, we end up getting
the same target set as shown in Figure 5.2b.

distributing resources among this set of target nodes will result in inefficiencies.

If we compare this to how Algorithm 3 applies to denser networks, as shown in

Figure 5.2d, we observe a significant reduction in size of the set of target nodes.

Algorithm 2, on the other hand, will be entirely ineffective at determing a subset of
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Table 5.1: Initialization Strategies

(i) Constrained gradient descent on a simplex:

Find Bi using Algorithm 1 on the function Ĩ1

(ii) Uniformly allocate the budget to all nodes in the network:
Bi = Bb

N

(iii) Uniformly allocate the budget to inner nodes in the network:

Bi =

{
1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else
, where V ′ = {k ∈ V |N ′k 6⊂ N ′j ,∀j ∈ V }

(iv) Ratio of degree and closeness centrality for inner nodes in the network:

Bi =

{ |Ni|Ci∑
j∈V ′ |Nj |Cj

Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else
, where V ′ = {k ∈ V |N ′k 6⊂ N ′j ,∀j ∈ V }

(v) Allocate as in (iii) using V ′ from Algorithm 2
(vi) Allocate as in (iv), using V ′ from Algorithm 2
(vii) Allocate as in (iii) using V ′ from Algorithm 3 (without optional component)
(viii) Allocate as in (iv), using V ′ from Algorithm 3 (without optional component)
(ix) Ratio of degree and closeness centrality:

Bi = |Ni|Ci∑
j∈V |Nj |Cj

Bb

nodes to target for this same network, due to the lack of nested nodes.

5.2 Initialization Trials

We start by comparing solutions to Problem 3.1.1, and evaluating their effectiveness

for various network compositions. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the different

initialization strategies we will be considering. More detailed explanations of these

strategies can be found in Chapter 3. It is important to note that we do not include

any trials that use the optional component of Algorithm 3, simply because we get the

same target set as Algorithm 2 when applied to the networks in 5.1a and 5.1c, and it

does not provide any further reduction to the target set when applied to the network

in Figure 5.1b. The same reasoning applies to our curing strategies in Table 5.2.
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For each of the three networks in Figure 5.1 we follow the same process. We

begin with equal initialization budgets for both red and black resources (i.e., take

Bb = Br), and let the infection initialization be uniform over the network (i.e., take

Ri = Br
N

, ∀i ∈ V ). We choose our curing initialization B in accordance with the

desired strategy from Table 5.1. Then, we run the Polya network contagion process

with ∆r,i(n) = ∆b,i(n) = ∆ fixed for each node i ∈ V and each time n. We record

the draw value, Zi,n, for each node i at each time n. The draw values are averaged

over the number of trials that are run and then averaged over the set of nodes in the

network to obtain an empirical measure for the average infection rate Ĩn at a given

time n. The resulting output of these trials can be seen in Figure 5.3.

We start our comparison with a few obseravations. First, as expected, the solu-

tion determined using the gradient descent algorithm results in the lowest empirical

average infection rate at time n = 1. For time n > 1, however, we see that this is

not always the case. Figure 5.3c is of particular interest, as we clearly see that the

gradient descent strategy begins with a much lower infection rate, but over time is

surpassed by strategy (vi), which targets a reduced subset of nodes in accordance

with Algorithm 2, with resources being focused more around central nodes.

The fact that the best strategy at time n = 1 is not optimal as n increases supports

our hypothesis that the optimal solution will change for increasing values of n and

as n → ∞. It is important to note, however, that our gradient algorithm merely

converges to the optimal solution at time n = 1, and thus the solution we get from

using this algorithm is not necessarily optimal, as the algorithm has not been run

indefinitely. In fact, we can note that had we chosen to either use a finer filter when

implementing the limit minimization rule, as described in Algorithm 1, or increased
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(a) Results of initialization trials for low density Barabasi-Albert network depicted in 5.1a

(b) Results of initialization trials for high density Barabasi-Albert network depicted in 5.1b

(c) Results of initialization trials for Facebook network depicted in 5.1c

Figure 5.3: Plots of empirical average infection rate, Ĩn, for various initialization
strategies across multiple networks. Lower values indicate lower levels of infection.
In each case the network was given a fixed initialization budget of Br = Bb = 10N ,
with Ri = 10 ∀i ∈ V , and the Polya network process was run over 1000 trials with a
fixed ∆ = 5.
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the stopping time, or even chosen a step size that allowed for faster convergence, we

would have seen an improved performance using this strategy (at least at time n = 1).

Regardless, we consistently see that targeting a reduced subset of nodes, whether

via Alogorithms 2 or 3, results in performance that is close to or better than that

obtained using gradient descent. These strategies, (vi) and (viii), always provide the

best results of all the heuristic strategies being compared. This illustrates that we

obtain near optimal performance while only distributing resources amongst a greatly

reduced subset of nodes. Performance between the other heuristic strategies varies

greatly depending on the network, though we note that even just targeting the inner

nodes using strategy (iii) sees a significant improvement over the no control case (i.e.,

the results obtained using a uniform distribution of initialization resources).

We also remark that the general curve for each of these trials remains relatively

flat. This is mostly due to the fact that ∆ is assigned a fixed value. At a given time

for a given node the expected number of red balls added to that particular node’s

super urn will be proportional to the average super urn proportion of the neighbouring

nodes. This causes the super urn proportion of a given node to trend towards the

average super urn proportion of its neighbours, which often takes a similar value

because these nodes have overlapping sets of neighbours.

We next examine whether these same results carry over to the general curing

case, or whether there are any notable differences. We should note that the curing

and initialization policies are by nature not identical. They do, however, mirror one

another in such a way that we can at least provide a surface-level comparison between

the two setups.
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Table 5.2: Curing Strategies

(i) Constrained gradient descent on a simplex:

Find ∆b,i(n) using Algorithm 1 on the function E[S̃n|Fn−1]
(ii) Uniformly allocate the budget to all nodes in the network:

∆b,i(n) = Bb
N

(iii) Uniformly allocate the budget to inner nodes in the network:

∆b,i(n) =

{
1
|V ′|Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else
, where V ′ = {k ∈ V |N ′k 6⊂ N ′j ,∀j ∈ V }

(iv) Ratio of degree, closeness centrality, and super urn proportion for inner nodes:

∆b,i(n) =

{ |Ni|CiSi,n−1∑
j∈V ′ |Nj |CjSj,n−1

Bb if i ∈ V ′

0 else
, where V ′ = {k ∈ V |N ′k 6⊂ N ′j ,∀j ∈ V }

(v) Allocate as in (iii) using V ′ from Algorithm 2
(vi) Allocate as in (iv), using V ′ from Algorithm 2
(vii) Allocate as in (iii) using V ′ from Algorithm 3 (without optional component)
(viii) Allocate as in (iv), using V ′ from Algorithm 3 (without optional component)
(ix) Ratio of degree, closeness centrality and super urn proportion:

Bi =
|Ni|CiSi,n−1∑
j∈V |Nj |CjSj,n−1

Bb

5.3 Curing Trials

We consider the one-sided curing problem of trying to find a solution for (4.1), for

some time n. As in the initialization case, we want to compare the effectiveness of

the various curing policies presented in Chapter 4. A brief overview of these policies

is found in Table 5.2.

We begin with a uniform initialization, where each node is allocated a fixed number

of red balls, R, and black balls, B, with R = B. We then run the Polya network

contagion process. Before each draw is performed, we assign a number of curing

resources to each node ∆b,i(n) in accordance with the desired policy from Table 5.2,

while the infection resources are assigned uniformly, ∆r,i(n) = Br
N

(with a fixed budget

Bb = Br for each time n). As in the initialization case, we record the draw value, Zi,n
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for each node i ∈ V at each time n. The draw values are averaged over the number

of trials and the set of nodes to obtain a measure for the empirical average infection

rate, Ĩn. The results of these simulations are depicted in Figure 5.4.

The first thing we remark is that unlike the initialization case, targeting a reduced

subset of nodes based on centrality does not always lead to the best performance. This

is evidenced by both Figures 5.4a and 5.4c, where strategy (vi) appears to perform

worst of all the heuristics apart from the no control case. In fact, between the three

network setups, the heuristics vary wildly in performance, with the best performing

heuristic from [16] performing extremely well in Figure 5.4c, but performing signifi-

cantly worse than the other techniques in 5.4b. The various strategies also perform to

different degrees of success for different values of n (see strategy (vi) in Figure 5.4c).

Between the three networks, the strategies that seem to perform the most consis-

tently well are strategies that target only the inner set of nodes (strategies (iii), (iv)

and the analogous strategies for denser networks, (vii) and (viii)). It is interesting

that these strategies would perform most consistently for the Delta-curing problem,

but would perform far from optimally for the one-time initialization policy as seen

in Figure 5.3. The main difference between these setups is that the solutions to the

Delta-curing problem are applied continually as the infection evolve, while solutions

to the initialization problem are applied once. Obviously, some of the benefits of

targeting a greatly reduced set of nodes, as in seen in Figure 5.2b, are lost when they

do not properly account for changes in the urn compositions. Interestingly, for denser

networks, targeting a greatly reduced set of nodes as in Figure 5.2d was still very

effective, most likely as a direct result of the high network density.

One notable exclusion from Figure 5.4 is the fact that none of the three subplots
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(a) Results of curing trials for low density Barabasi-Albert network depicted in 5.1a

(b) Results of curing trials for high density Barabasi-Albert network depicted in 5.1b

(c) Results of curing trials for Facebook network depicted in 5.1c

Figure 5.4: Plots of empirical average infection rate, Ĩn, for various curing strategies
across multiple networks. Lower values indicate lower levels of infection. In each
case the network was initialized with Ri = Bi = 10, ∀i ∈ V , and the Polya network
process was run over 500 trials with a fixed budget Br = Bb = 10N , with ∆r = 10
fixed.
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Figure 5.5: Empirical average infection rate, Ĩn, for small 8 node test network. The
performance of gradient descent over the expected network exposure, E[S̃n|Fn−1], was
compared to the two best performing heuristics from Figure 5.4a. The network was
initialized with Ri = Bi = 10, ∀i ∈ V , and the Polya network process was run over
500 trials with a fixed budget Br = Bb = 80, with ∆r = 10 fixed.

show the performance obtained using gradient descent, in part due to the highly

complex nature of the expected network exposure, E[S̃n|Fn−1], which is the function

over which we are minimizing. While any large scale gradient descent simulations

are somewhat infeasible as a result, it is still possible to provide a comparison on a

smaller scale, in order to see how far from ‘optimal’ our various heuristics are (note

we say ‘optimal’ since the gradient descent algorithm only converges to an optimal

solution for the one-step problem of minimizing E[S̃n|Fn−1] over the curing resources,

as we have discussed prior). We provide such a comparison in Figure 5.5. While

it is clear that the gradient descent does marginally improve the empirical average

infection rate, we see that strategy (iv) still performs comparably, at a fraction of the

computational cost.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this work we considered the Polya contagion model and formulated control policies

for this model designed to manipulate the spread of infection. We framed these

problems in two lights: both as a one-time initialization problem, and a continual

control problem that was an extension of the contagion curing problem presented

in [19]. We provided simplified metrics for the one-sided finite-horizon version of these

problems and proved the existence of optimal policies. We also provided heuristics

that functioned primarily by modifying the scope of solutions to only a limited number

of nodes. We then compared these heuristics to the one-step optimal policies that

were obtained through use of gradient descent.

We established underlying results for the initialization problem proving that opti-

mal initialization strategies would only allocate resources to inner nodes. We showed

how network symmetry impacts the allocation of resources for optimal policies, and

we presented empirical evidence to support the claim that nodes that are similar

under some automorphism subgroup will be allocated the same number of resources.

We also demonstrated that the heuristics that we developed for this problem will

perform comparably to the one-step optimal policy in certain situations.
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We framed the Delta-curing problem as a two-person zero sum game on the ex-

pected network exposure, and we proved the existence of a Nash equilibrium for this

problem setup. We borrowed ideas from the initialization problems in order to de-

velop heuristics for the Delta-curing problem and demonstrated that these strategies

can perform near-optimally at a fraction of the computational expense.

There are numerous other frameworks with which the Polya network process can

be studied, as well as further analysis that can be performed for the problems as

presented in this work. This extends to the study of both infinite and finite horizon

versions of these problems, as well as a deeper analysis of the two-sided initialization

problem that was presented. The initialization problem can also be framed in a

game-theoretic sense as was done for the Delta-curing problem, and the existence of

a deterministic Nash equilibrium for this two-player game is not yet proven.

The Polya network process itself can also be modified for further analysis from a

finite-memory perspective. It is possible to consider this process with an unknown

network topology, or to consider the case where the underlying resource distribution

is hidden from the observer. Further study of the network models in Chapter 2 may

also prove useful in providing insight into the behaviour of the Polya network process

itself, and re-formulating the initialization or Delta-curing problems in context of

these models may be an interesting area of analysis. It may also be beneficial to

develop a more in-depth comparison of this model to the common class of SIS models

that exist in literature and to harden the applicability of this model for practical use.
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